
Tourism Development policy: suggestions
India,  as  a  country  has  been  blessed  with  the  kind  of  diversity  in  culture,  natural  beauty,
architectural and historical sites, piligramages of all kinds and all religions which would make any
other country feel jealous. But we fail to promote and present our tourist attractions in a way that
could tap the full potential of tourism in India. For this we need an arching national policy guiding
development  of  Tourism  centers  throughout  India.  This  policy  should  contain  comprehensive
guidelines forming a framework which will give a concrete structure for long term planning as well
as enough flexibility for considering place-specific nuances as our country is a diverse place and
Tourist  places  can  be  of  many  types.  A national  level  urvey  should  be  done  to  compose  a
comprehensive list of cultural, geographical, religeous, historic and architectural tourist attractions
that can be developed and promote to energize the tourism sector in India. India carries a great
respect in the world for having a diverse cultural heritage, and we should organise and project this
soft power in order to attract more and more people to come to India. Not only this will help in
generation of economic benifits, the happy tourists would take back a great deal of awe about India
back home which  could  help  in  multiplying our  soft-power in  the  world making us  a  cultural
superpower.

For any tourist spot  define geographical extent and all tourist attractions in that area. Draw an
autonomous  governing  body consisting  of  representatives  from  local  government  body
(Grampanchayat  or  municipal  corporation  etc),  Administrative  officers  (e.g.  Town  planning
depertment or PWD), local  Civil/Social  society representatives  and the managing bodies of the
tourist places (Temple managin commitee if its a Temple, or Forest department if its a National Park
and  so  forth).  This  governing  body  with  all  stakeholders  would  formulate  a  plan  for  the
development of that particular tourist place and it will ensure its implementation in timely manner
from Public-Private partnership.

The development plan should aim at covering following points.

1.  Identify major and minor spots are to be highlighted in given area.

2. Make a  list  of  local  items which can be publicized as  attractions  which portray local
culture and its specialities and come up with a way to promote it in a profound way. 

3. The tourist attractions should be kept in order. Restoration, facilitation and beautification
of the premises if  necessory should be done (We can learn this from looking at tourists
places abroad). There are a number of thing that can be done to make the places even more
attractive  for  example,  providiing  well  planned  safaries  in  national  parks  with  exquisit
experience on living in jungles in totally natural habitats such as a tree house, bamboo house
etc., building gardens near temples where people can sit in peace, natural trails in mountains
to encourage tourists to take trips on foot or bicyles etc, restoring historic places to their
former glory (if the original structure is not to be diturbed then replicas can be built which
show how things used to be in old times), building cultural centres to highlight local culture
which  could  include  a  theatre  showing  movies,  restaurents  serving  only  local  ecquisit



cuisines, books about the the local culture, history, literature etc. A lot of innovative ideas
could come up.

4. Estimation of Expected number of tourists that are likely to visit in future.

5. Amount  of  basic  infrastructure  needed  to  support  all  those  tourists  such  as  Toilets,
parking,  hotels,  restaurents,  market  places,  ATMs,  Banks,  Public  transport  etc.  A clear
division of labour to be made in these as to what is to be done by government and how much
should be beared by private entities as investments. For example, local managing bodies
such as a Temple commettee can take care of all facilities such as Toilets, Parking etc in
there own premises. Local bussinesses can contribute under 'corporate social responsibility
model'. Government can take care of roads, public transport, town-planning etc.

6. Public awareness in locals so that everybody understands that only through provision of
quality service to the tourists everyone can have benefits. Making innocuous tourists pay
exorbitent  prices,  cheating  them and  leaving  them with  an  unsatisfactory  feeling  while
returning back is only going to hamper the bussiness and growth in future for everybody. So
its everyone's responsibility to make sure no malpractices should be allowed. A feeling of
pride and ownership about the place should be instilled in the locals. They should be
made  to  understand  that  they  are  the  biggest  stakeholders  and  gainers  from any
growth in tourism at that particular place. Once they realise that its for their collective
good  to  maintain  the  sanctity  of  the  place  they  will  volunteerily  give  efforts  to  the
development of the tourist spot.

7. An  organised  attempt  by  locals  to  promote  local  cultural  elements  such  as  cuisines,
clothes, handicraft and other specialities should be made and it should be ensured that
only quality stuff is sold in market without any deceit. If tourists are provided with quality
articles in resonable prices, they will definitely be induced to buy sovenirs on their way back
which will act as a token of this place and help publicize it in future.

8. Publicity is  imperetive for Success  of  Tourism. Make people around the world aware
what  this  particular  tourist  spot  has  to  offer, how  it  is  unique  in  its  culture  and
experience and how one can have a garentteed quality service across the board by
coming here. Make a comprehensive marketing policy for highlighting the Tourist spots
using appealing  brochures, movies, websites and other such marketing channels. Any
tourist should be able to find any information he wants about the tourist site without any
hassle. There should be tourist booths set up everywhere for helping out tourists, big maps
on boards everywhere, free tourist guide booklets given to all incoming people containing
every minute detail about the place. The local businesses can contribute to these efforts in
exchange  of  advertising  their  bussinesses  along  with  local  governing  body  sharing  the
expense to a certain extent.

9. The  public  transport should  be  readily  available  for  tourists  at  reasonable  rates.  Or
alternate form of private transport such as hired cars/bikes or cabs etc should be available at
reasonable rate.

10. Top  quality  cleanliness  and  facilities is  utmost  necessary  thing  and  it  should  be
maintained. Provision of dustbins everywhere, public awareness in tourists against littering
here and there, strict enforcement of policies is needed. Locals can help in a big way if they
can be instilled with the feeling of ownership of the place and importence of keeping it clean
for their own good so they can keep it clean themselves and deter the tourists also from
throwing waste in open.



11. A stringent  set  of  environmental  laws to  be  enacted  and  implemented  to  ensure  the
environmental sanctity of the tourist place and to protect its future. Items such as plastic of
any kind can be banned, any activities which could damage environment can be restricted
such as using soap while taking bath in rivers or ponds.


